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Strategic location
Located 300 km from Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia and 

Bilbao.

 High Speed Train (AVE)
Madrid – Zaragoza– Barcelona
Zaragoza-Sevilla-Córdoba- Málaga

 International train (Renfe Sncf)
Direct and daily connection with South East 
France (Marseille, Nîmes, Montpellier etc) 

 Direct International flights
London, Paris, Milan, Bologna, Brussels, 

Bucharest, Lisbon, Vienna, Marrakech, etc.

Zaragoza is perfect
for city breaks !



wants to…



…attract you



Enjoy the welcoming and 
extrovert character of the 
people of a bimillenary

city in which Iberians, 
Romans, Muslims, Jews and 
Christians left an important 

legacy. 

Crossroads of yesterday 
and today!

Zaragoza attracts you!



Pilar square and its
surroundings …

The Basilica of Our Lady 
of Pilar lies in one of the 

largest pedestrian squares 
of Europe.

It is a Baroque’s jewel and 
one of the most important 
Marian pilgrimage sites in 

the world.



San Salvador Cathedral
-La Seo

Built over the main mosque 
of the Muslim old town. A 

mix of styles from 
Romanesque to Neoclassical.

Its exterior wall is one 
example of Aragonese 

Mudéjar Art, declared World 
Heritage by UNESCO.



Aljafería Palace
One of the most important
buildings of the Hispanic-

Muslim architecture from the
11th century, current
headquarter of the

Parliament of Aragón.

In the tower of Troubadour, 
Verdi puts the plot of his

famous opera "Il trovatore”. 



…take care of you



Zaragoza, Ibero-American Capital of Sustainable
Gastronomy

July 1, 2022 – June 30, 2023



Accessible and sustainable city
+ 130km of bike lanes

+ 800ha parklands
Tram and pedestrian zones



+20 hiking routes in the city
+ 800ha of parks and green areas



Landscape Festival that is 
committed to sustainability, 

nature and cultural leisure in 
the Parque Grande José 

Antonio Labordeta

ZGZ FLORECE

1st edition in June 2021– 2nd edition in 
May 2022



…fascinate you



+9,000 hotel beds
Great value for the Price

Traditional and avant-
garde gastronomy.

Ternasco de Aragón, borage, cod, 
mushrooms, truffles and much

more,
DO wines and craft beer

chocolate tradition



Shopping city
Discover the markets, flea markets, 
charming shops, alternative fashion

and new designers boutiques.

Large shopping centers.

And also typical products and 
gourmet shops.

Take a souvenir from Zaragoza!



…thrill you



A year full of culture and fun !

Concerts and festivals for
everyone

urban art(Asalto), contemporary
dance in urban spaces (Danza 

Trayectos), soul, funk, bugaloo, jazz, 
rythm & blues, rap, disco (Slap!), 
flamenco, reggae, classic music, 

cinema (Ecozine)

Lively streets: concerts, 
medieval markets, crafts fairs, 

flea markets …



The Pilar Fest with its Flower offering
and The Holy Week have been declared

as international tourist interest!



Zaragoza is an open, tolerant and sensitive city 
that has always bet on plurality and coexistence 

in all its aspects 

 Zinentiendo Festival, 
Internacional LGTBQI Film 
show.

 Juegos del Cierzo Sport 
event that seeks to
achieve the full integration
of LGTB+ athletes



…inspire you



3 Aragonese geniouses: 
Goya, Gargallo and Serrano

The wide and varied museum
offer lets you discover the work of the

Aragonese geniouses : 

 Goya in the Goya Museum. Ibercaja
Collection–Camón Aznar Museum

and in the Zaragoza Museum.

 Pablo Gargallo in the Argillo Earls
Palace. 

 Pablo Serrano in IAACC, Aragonese
Institute of Contemporary Art and 

Culture. 



Caesaraugusta Route

Discover the history and the most important public buildings of Caesaraugusta in the 4 Roman
Museums of Zaragoza: Forum, Theater, Public Baths and River Port.



The cultural offer is completed by La Lonja, the Museum of Zaragoza, the Museum of 
Natural Sciences of the University of Zaragoza, the Alma Mater Museum, CaixaForum
and such amazing museums as the Museum of Fire and Firefighters or EMOZ (School

Museum of Origami of Zaragoza), the first European museum dedicated to the Origami.  



Zaragoza city for congress, 
meetings and conventions!

2 auditoriums, each with capacity for more 
than 2,000 people, singular buildings and 
a great offer of leisure for incentive trips.

After Expo Zaragoza 2008, the city emerges 
as a city opened to the future…

Modern constructions with important
architecture awards such as the Bridge 

Pavilion or the Water Tower, and the River
Aquarium, the largest freshwater aquarium

in Europe !



Zaragoza, Cinema Destination

 Zaragoza shows its most beautiful and 
spectacular corners, chosen as filming
locations for national and international
films and television projects. 

 Creation of the Zaragoza Film Office, 
member of Spain Film Commission





MultilingualTourist Bus: 
Hop on hop off Daytime bus, Night bus!



Guided tours for everyone!

Panoramic group in English 
For groups at any time of the year

Individuals Guided visits in English 
everyday during summer time and 
each Saturday during the rest of 

the year.

Bike tours for groups

Chocopass the sweetest way to 
discover Zaragoza





Zaragoza, a safe destination

 A walkable destination, with many leafy and natural spaces and large avenues.

Lodgings, restaurants and shops 
have implemented safety 

measures following Covid 19 
sanitary protocols .



Follow us in social networks!

www.zaragozaturismo.es
promocion@zaragozaturismo.es

@Zaragoza_Turismo@TurismoZaragoza @ZaragozaTurismo @ZaragozaTurismo
@Visit_Zaragoza
@Visit_Saragosse



Welcome to the real Spain!
#WelcometoZGZ
#VisitZaragoza


